Design and generation of highly diverse fluorinated fragment libraries and their efficient screening with improved (19) F NMR methodology.
Fragment screening performed with (19) F NMR spectroscopy is becoming increasingly popular in drug discovery projects. With this approach, libraries of fluorinated fragments are first screened using the direct-mode format of the assay. The choice of fluorinated motifs present in the library is fundamental in order to ensure a large coverage of chemical space and local environment of fluorine (LEF). Mono- and poly-fluorinated fragments to be included in the libraries for screening are selected from both in-house and commercial collections, and those that are ad hoc designed and synthesized. Additional fluorinated motifs to be included in the libraries derive from the fragmentation of compounds in development and launched on the market, and compounds contained in other databases (such as Integrity, PDB and ChEMBL). Complex mixtures of highly diverse fluorine motifs can be rapidly screened and deconvoluted in the same NMR tube with a novel on the fly combined procedure for the identification of the active molecule(s). Issues and problems encountered in the design, generation and screening of diverse fragment libraries of fluorinated compounds with (19) F NMR spectroscopy are analyzed and technical solutions are provided to overcome them. The versatile screening methodology described here can be efficiently applied in laboratories with limited NMR setup and could potentially lead to the increasing role of (19) F NMR in the hit identification and lead optimization phases of drug discovery projects.